Peak Water Winter 2010 E‐Studio ‐ John Bass, instructor, and Alyssa Schwann, studio consultant

Tomato Harvesting Apparatus, South Delta

Thesis
At any scale that it operates, design synthesizes the claims of competing and conflicting interests. This
premise will be examined in the contested, fragile, technological, and below sea level Sacramento‐San
Joaquin River Delta region of central California.
Geographic overview
California is in the denial stage of addressing its increasingly scarce fresh water resource. The
expanding extraction of Delta water to serve the state's growing population and insatiably thirsty
agrindustry is severely stressing the Delta ecosystem, fracturing environmental coalitions and
agricultural and urban water interests along subtle but powerful ideological and geographical fault
lines.
In a nutshell, Republicans insist that the state pay for more dams so that they can exercise their God‐
given right to extract the most from their sacrosanct private property, while Democrats go to the mat
to protect unglamorous endangered fish species, and let no expense be spared for the task.
The Delta is the nexus of half of the state’s watershed. It is the source of from half to two‐thirds of the
state's urban and agricultural water supply, and site of large‐scale existing and proposed water
infrastructures. The Delta is ground zero in these political contests.
Physically, the Delta is a rare inverted delta, meaning that, unlike a normal bifurcating river delta that
unbraids as it extends into the sea, like the Mississippi, this delta is the product of two intersecting
deltas. This produces a complex geometry of islands, meandering waterways, and very fertile soil.
th
Reclaimed beginning during the mid‐19 century gold rush, the Delta has been subsiding ever since,
and most of its islands are now twenty to thirty feet below the level of the waterways that encircle
them. These islands are protected by levees, which are in turn maintained by public and private
agency. Not exactly a stable situation to rest the world’s seventh or eighth largest economy on.
In November, the state assembly passed a series of bills to ensure the “co‐equal goals” of water supply
stability and ecosystem health. The state’s voters will decide next November whether they wish to pay
to achieve these goals. The physical implications of meeting these goals are not entirely clear, but will
certainly extend to the development of new works of large‐scale hydraulic and ground‐manipulation
infrastructures, both in and beyond the limits of the Delta.
Of course, such a particular place needs to be understood as a place as well as a political piñata. The
Delta has evolved quite particular approaches to building and settlement, with many examples of
place‐specific building, urbanism, and infrastructure. These teach valuable lessons, and suggest new
approaches to thinking about the future of Delta settlement. The Delta also has a particular history
that can be correlated to its geography, ethnic legacy, artifacts, and speculative potential.
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The Delta Cross Channel, North Delta

Infrastructure and public works
th
The Delta is a deceptively technological landscape, and has been since its “reclamation” in the 19
century. A new generation of infrastructures to ensure water supply security and restore ecosystem
health is being developed through a messy public process of litigation, advocacy, computer modeling,
and political persuasion. Unfortunately these are technocratic visions uninformed by an idea or
principle of generosity regarding the nature of public space. Still, we will embrace the fundamentally
technological identity of the Delta, and explore how that technology might be embodied in new and
explicitly spatial experiences.
Among these infrastructures are levees, dams and other types of water barriers permanent and
temporary, gates and screens, siphons and pumps, canals, tunnels, reservoirs, and habitats. The Peak
Water studio will carefully study the levee, the most critical and fragile Delta infrastructure, and within
that typology, pay particular attention to the setback levee, which is in its form a hybrid.
The hybridity of the setback levee lies in its cross section. This section synthesizes several often
conflicting interests: its increased carrying capacity allows for more water to be conveyed within its
edges; its additional thickness protects the land on the other side, protecting (usually) private
property; and its shoulder creates a space for tidal habitats to take hold. Water supply, flood
protection, and environmental constituencies are all embodied in the setback levee.
The studio will accept as a generic framework a multi‐billion dollar infrastructure proposal called the
"through‐Delta conveyance." This "through‐Delta" space is comprised of a chain of polders extending
some 40 miles north to south. Thinking about the chain of islands as connected presents an
opportunity to create a new way of moving through the Delta. Movement creates the opportunity for
other spatial, economic and social practices to take root. Most importantly, this movement will
establish a continuous public space that explicitly acknowledges the public significance, expense, and
accessibility of the Delta’s evolving and manmade landscape.
Studio structure and schedule
The studio will begin with two parallel tracks of research: Delta‐specific or ‐relevant technologies,
landscapes, urbanisms, buildings, and artifacts; and off‐the‐grid energy data visualizations. The latter
will radicalize the remoteness of much of the "through‐Delta" geography by assuming that whatever is
built there, at whatever scale, is powered in situ. These two parallel tracks will conclude with each
student defining and developing a specific programmatic proposal, first at the scale of the site,
complete with square footages and detailed functional requirements, energy analysis, and other
objective parameters.
In the second phase of the studio students will develop a performance‐based understanding of
infrastructure, landscape and building systems. Students must demonstrate that their design program
proposal will generate its own electrical power and process its own wastewater. Careful analysis of bio
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fuel, wind and solar power potential, and black and gray wastewater bioremediation will inform the
scale of functional programs that are sustainable at a given location. These ostensibly objective aspects
of design will be tested in site design, preparing the ground and infrastructure for building, and the
design of a public resource station. Students will define and develop a specific building program,
complete with square footages and detailed functional requirements as part of the conclusion of this
exercise.
The final exercise will focus on the design and development of a building or building complex. This part
of the studio will begin with a reflection on the technologies and infrastructures that have thus far
been the primary subjects of the studio’s investigations. Questions such as How does an occupant or
visitor engage or otherwise experience the natural as well as the technological aspects of this place?
How are the scales of the human body and infrastructure collapsed into each other? How does one
conceive of a building not as an object but as an extension of a landscape and a technology? The
results of this exercise are to be represented in detailed descriptions of the architecture, ranging from
a scale of 1:200 to 1:20.

Screenshot, Delta National Park website

The virtual public megaphone
This studio will use as one resource the www.deltanationalpark.org website, and in turn, the website
will provide a forum for students to transmit discoveries, ideas, opinions, and design. The site is
content‐rich, and should prove useful as a starting point for the specific, directed research interests of
individual students and groups.
David Zeibin, DNP collaborator genius and architect of the website, will conduct a tutorial for students
regarding uploading content to the DNP website. Being a registered member of the DNP will allow
students to tag content, upload and situate images, video clips, texts, and post to the blog. The date of
this tutorial will be announced soon, and will take place early in the term.
One of the requirements for the first exercise will be for each research group to prepare a blog post
about their research. This is to be a primarily text‐based condensation of the findings of their research,
although the post should include at least two diagrams produced as part of the work. These posts will
be subject to my editorial role as director of the DNP project.
After the first exercise, students will be able to post individually on the website. It is important to
emphasize that the DNP website is a public forum, and what is posted there should be vetted for
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accuracy, should cite sources in the body of the text, and in general reflect a measure of respect for
both your subject and reader.

Fishing at a temporary barrier, South Delta

Schedule
January 6‐27
w/ Alyssa Schwann, landscape consultant
Exercise 1: Scoping the Delta
Work in pairs, assemble Delta field guide (A5 5.83x8.26
http://www.lulu.com/publish/books/?cid=publish_portal standard format):
Infrastructures/wind
Buildings/solar
Urbanisms/bio fuel
Ecosystems/wastewater treatment
Extents and limits/water
Products: Field guide pdf image, text, diagram and data files, blog post (blog posts uploaded between
th
st
Jan. 28 and 31 )
January 28‐31
w/ Alyssa Schwann, landscape consultant
Field research, Delta
Confer with Delta experts
Field documentation, site visits, interviews
Products: Field study photo essay files completed, site chosen and drawn, site and energy program
described (due Feb. 3)
February 1‐12
w/ Alyssa Schwann, landscape consultant
Exercise 2: Designing the ground
Setback levee, energy collection, wastewater treatment, habitat
Design of public resource station
Identification of interests synthesized in proposal
Products: Synthesis strategies diagrammed, site study models, plans and sections @ 1:500, graphic
description of ecosystem development, public resource station @ 1:50, detailed technology and
energy analysis, building program described
March 1 ‐ April 15
Exercise 3: Delta hybridity
Founded in ground design, limited by energy and resource extents, program and design a public
building
How does a visitor or occupant experience the natural as well as the technological aspects of this
place?
How are the scales of the human body and infrastructure collapsed into each other?
How does one conceive of a building as an extension of a landscape and a technology?
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Products: Synthesis strategies diagrammed, models, plans and sections @ 1:200 (or greater), details of
assembly, energy production and organization at the scale of the building, technical systems isometric
drawings, subjective, qualitative description of proposal.
April 16 ‐ Final review
Products: See immediately above, add distillation of previous work.
Course objectives
Your primary objective in this studio should be to further develop your capacity to logically and
compellingly connect research of facts with the projection of possibilities.
Further, it is expected that the connections you draw will have the ability to be projected at several
scales, and will be capable of explicitly synthesizing conflicting interests and agendas.
It is also expected that you will demonstrate profound curiosity about the world of ideas, of forms and
spaces not necessarily architectural, at least in their initial manifestations.
Being able to develop your voice depends upon being able to see the ideas of others who either have
preceded you or coexist in your time. It is expected, therefore, that you continue to develop your
vocabulary of visual and architectural culture, that you bring the work and ideas of others to your own
work, and indeed, physically (and not just virtually, via the ephemeral images of an open, then closed,
jpg on your screen), to your own pinup space, so that you can absorb what it has to teach you.
Studio culture
Attendance is mandatory at all scheduled meetings. If a student misses more than two classes without
cause that student will be invited to withdraw from the studio. If a student is consistently or chronically
late a warning may be issued. Students are highly encouraged, if not quite required, to work in studio.
If at any point in the term I have concern about your progress, I will send you a letter of concern with
specific remedial recommendations, or advise that you withdraw from the studio. Grading will be
based heavily on the quality of your design work at all periods of the studio, visible advancements and
progress, your engagement with the terms of reference, participation in studio discussions, and other
contributions to the culture of the studio.
Among the most important areas of discipline is time management on the part of each student. This
includes understanding the limits of time and respecting the involved process of preparing, plotting,
and putting together print files. Waiting for a print to appear out of a printer or plotter is not an
acceptable excuse for not being ready to present one’s work. Students who do not arrive on time for
pin ups or reviews will not be allowed to present their work.
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Design And Data Websites
http://www.sfc.ucdavis.edu/agritourism/agritour.html
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http://gisdata.usgs.net/Website/Seamless/viewer.php
USGS GIS Gateway
http://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/NextPage.asp
USDA GIS Gateway
http://www.dnp.co.jp/museum/nmp/madeintokyo_e/map/mapfr.html
Made In Tokyo
http://calwater.ca.gov/
CAL‐FED Home Page
http://www.dwr.water.ca.gov/
California Department of Water Resources
http://www.waterplan.water.ca.gov/landwateruse/landuse/ludataindex.htm
California Department of Water Resources G.I.S.
http://wwwowe.water.ca.gov/newsreleases/2004/06‐16‐04floodpics.html
California Department of Water Resources Flood Page
http://www.deltawetlands.com
Delta Wetlands Project

http://www.delta.ca.gov
Delta Protection Commission
http://www.west8.nl/harvard/index.html
West 8 Architecture, Landscape Architecture and Urbanism
http://www.mvrdv.archined.nl
MVRDV
http://www.stoss.net/contents.html
Stoss Landscape Urbanism
http://www.hashimsarkis.com/
Hashim Sarkis
www.fieldoperations.net
Stan Allen and James Corner
http://www.nyc.gov.html/dcp.html/fkl.flash.html
Fresh Kills Landfill Competition
Delta National Park links
WATERBLOGS
http://aquafornia.com/
http://aguanomics.com/
http://chanceofrain.com/
http://onthepublicrecord.wordpress.com/
http://aquadoc.typepad.com/waterwired/
http://switchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/bnelson/
http://blogs.edf.org/waterfront/
http://westernwaterblog.typepad.com/
http://awramedia.org/mainblog/category/waterpolicy/
http://www.centralbasin.org/blog/
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi‐bin/blogs/gleick/index/
http://blogs.lib.berkeley.edu/wrca.php/
DESIGN AND MAPPING
http://www.west8.nl/
http://infranetlab.org/blog/
http://pruned.blogspot.com/
http://www.fieldoperations.net/
http://www.cnu.org/who_we_are
http://bldgblog.blogspot.com/
http://www.clui.org/
http://wpa2.aud.ucla.edu/info/
DELTA ADVOCACY BLOGS
http://www.restorethedelta.org/
http://www.ufw.org/
http://www.calsport.org/
HIDDEN HAND BLOGS
http://www.latinowater.com/
http://www.tuscanyresearchinstitute.com/
http://www.laer.com/
DELTA HISTORY
http://www.densho.org/
http://www.californiahistoricalsociety.org/
http://www.jflalc.org/
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FARMERS AND FARM WORKERS
http://www.californiafarmer.com/splash.aspx
http://www.holtlaborlibrary.org/ufw.html
http://www.sfc.ucdavis.edu/ http://www.cirsinc.org/
ANGLERS
http://www.californiadelta.org/fishreports.htm
http://www.fishdelta.com/
BIRD HUNTING AND WATCHING
http://www.caducks.org/
http://www.birdingguide.com/clubs/california.html
http://www.cosumnes.org/
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY + L.A. WATER MARKETS
http://www.mwdh2o.com/
http://www.semitropic.com/
http://www.ltrid.org/
http://www.kcwa.com/
http://www.westlandswater.org/
http://www.normwd.org/
http://www.kerndelta.org/
http://www.emwd.org/
http://www.irwd.com/
http://www.etwd.com/
http://www.smwd.com/
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
http://www.cde.ca.gov/
http://www.deltavision.ca.gov/
http://www.dfg.ca.gov
http://calwater.ca.gov/index.aspx
NON ‐ GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
http://www.delta.ca.gov/
http://www.sustainabledelta.com/index.html
http://www.ppic.org/ http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geopark
INFRASTRUCTURE
www.usace.army.mil/
http://www.peripheralcanal.com/
http://www.deltatrail.com/
http://www.deltaloop.com/
http://www.asce.org/asce.cfm
GEOGRAPHY
http://baydeltaoffice.water.ca.gov/DeltaAtlas/index.cfm
http://phrelin.com/3Cals/Rationale.htm
ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
http://www.edf.org/page.cfm?tagID=1229
http://www.nature.org/wherewework/northamerica/states/california/
http://www.epa.gov/ http://www.circleofblue.org/
INLAND PORTS
http://www.portofstockton.com/
http://www.portofsacramento.com/
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LOCAL EVENTS
http://www.pearfair.com/
http://www.crawdadfestival.org/
http://www.californiadelta.org/events.htm
BOATING
http://www.lostisle.com/
http://www.sfyc.org/
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
http://www.riverislands.com/
http://thereserve.americangolf.com/
DELTA MUNICIPALITIES
http://www.isletoncoc.org/
http://www.rio‐vista‐ca.com/
http://www.locketown.com/
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Solar Land Area, courtesy Wikipedia
Energy performance glossary
Notes from Transsolar Climate Engineering, Anja Thierfelder, ed. Birkhauser Verlag (2004):
p. 29: Solar Collector Dark surfaces absorb the sun’s rays and convert them into heat energy. A
collector is essentially a specially coated absorber surface that collects solar heat and applies it via
closed water or air circuits to a desired use or storage unit. Heat loss from the collector to its
surrounding is kept to a minimum by back insulation, selective absorber coatings, special glazings, or
even evacuated collectors. Flat plate collectors are the most common; also available are the highly
efficient evacuated tube collectors. Evacuated tube collectors are especially well suited for installation
on flat roofs or vertical walls because the tubes themselves can be rotated to ensure the optimal
alignment of the absorbing surface to the sun. A collector surface of 9 square meters can sufficiently
heat the building’s domestic water.
Germany’s climate makes it possible to meet 50‐70% of the domestic hot water needs with solar
energy, leaving the remaining water heating requirements to be covered by other means, just as
auxiliary heating is required in solar facilities.
p. 63: Double‐Skin Façade Double‐skin facades are typically façade constructions in which an
additional glazed skin is situated in front of an inner façade, creating an air corridor that is either
continuous or separated between floors. They typical functions of a façade, such as weather
protection, thermal envelope, ventilation, protection against sun, glare, and noise, are thus distributed
to the different layers. The double‐skin façade, if air circulates from or to the adjacent occupied zones,
can serve the dual function of delivering supply air and removing exhaust air.
Moreover, interstitial shading devices are protected from the wind. Opaque waist‐to‐floor areas of
the3 interior façade can be used as acoustic absorption surfaces for noise reduction in the space
between the facades.
p. 73: Use of Daylight Lighting rooms using side windows is geometrically limited. The maximum depth
of a room suitable for sufficient daylighting is 1.5 times the window head height. Moreover, on
overcast days the luminous intensity is three times greater at the zenith than near the horizon.
Buildings with efficient daylighting strategies, therefore, have high windows or skylights and are lit
from multiple sides.
Direct sunlight may brighten the spirits, but it often produces glare. This can be remedied by measures
such as indirect lighting, floor plan organization, translucent glazing, or adjustable shading
mechanisms.
Daylight has a remarkable output, i.e., the luminous flux measured in lumens per watt of solar
radiation. Direct sunlight delivers 90 lm/W; indirect diffuse radiation as much as 130 lm/W. That is
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considerable more than electric lamps, which only give off 10‐70 lm/W. With natural lighting,
moreover, the heat input in a room is notably lower.
p. 95: Thermal Mirror Glass reacts very differently to various kinds of radiation: visible light is, for the
most part, allowed to penetrate, while invisible but nevertheless tangible infrared radiation is
absorbed almost completely. In a greenhouse, therefore, this heat radiation will remain trapped inside.
In the winter, the floor of a heated atrium radiates heat, which is absorbed by the glass roof. This
causes the temperature of the glass layer to rise several degrees; by contrast, there is an appreciable
loss of energy in the occupied space. The ideal solution would be a heat‐reflecting material: a thermal
mirror.
Metals have this property: between 85 and 97% of the heat radiation hitting a metal‐coated surface is
reflected. Familiar thermal glazing technologies are now also being used to coat synthetic materials.
These foils, glass panes, or synthetic sheets remain transparent to visible light, but in respect to the
interior they act as thermal mirrors.
p. 105: Solar Protection Shading in the summer, buildings with proportionately large window areas are
at special risk of overheating if the openings are exposed to solar radiation without protection.
Fixed shading devices such as cantilevers, awning, and balconies on south‐facing facades block the
summer sun, allowing the low‐lying winter sun to deliver radiation for heating. The disadvantage of all
fixed shading devices is that they are inefficient at harvesting zenithal daylight, which is why adjustable
shading elements such as blinds or marquees are frequently preferred.
Externally mounted devices offer the advantage of releasing the heat absorbed by incident radiation
into the outside air, thus unlike internally mounted shading devices, they do not impose an additional
heat load on the building. Another option is the use of solar protection glass, which during the summer
as well as the winter reduces the quantity of solar radiation transmitted into the building.
p. 129: Light Redirection Conventional side‐lighting concepts generate a typical pattern of light
distribution in the room: very high values close to the façade, low values deeper in the room. For this
reason, even in ancient times buildings made use of light‐reflecting surfaces in order to redirect and
more evenly distribute daylight. Modern variations are so‐called light shelves positioned two‐thirds of
the way up the window. They shade the space close to the façade and redirect light to the room depths
by reflecting it against the ceiling.
A number of light‐deflecting systems that work by reflecting light off light‐colored or reflective metallic
surfaces are available. They are usually sold in the form of mirrors, window sills, louvers, or prisms.
Technically more sophisticated are the optical systems that use curved sections of louvers made of
glass on synthetic materials or even holographic layers to deflect light.
Heliostats, double‐axis sun‐tracking reflectors, make it possible to concentrate direct sunlight, funnel it
into the building, and distribute it using systems of mirrors, glass tubes, or glass fibers.
p. 173: Glare Protection Glare arises through strong contrasts in the luminous intensity within the field
of vision of an observer. Effective glare protection is especially vital at computer workstations, where
bright surfaces in the room or reflections on the screen contrast sharply with the low luminous
intensity emitted by the monitor.
EU‐wide regulations relating to computer workstations place strict demands on “visual comfort” and
on limiting high luminous density in administration buildings. Workstation guidelines require a view of
the exterior from the workplace. Architects want transparent buildings.
Climate concepts must meet all these demands. In other words, they cannot be concerned solely with
calculations for adequate shading against overheating, but also have to consider the issue of glare
protection: ideally, planning will evaluate both artificial lighting and daylighting situations.
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p. 185: Solar Chimney Using thermal chimneys for the natural ventilation of rooms relies on
temperature differences. Exhaust air must be warmer than the ambient air in order for it to rise up the
chimney. Historical shaft ventilation in Berlin forced the stack effect by firing the ovens at the base of
exhaust air chimneys in the summer.
With solar chimneys this heat input comes from the sun. A chimney of this kind is therefore built
according to the principle of a collector: glass surfaces are transparent to solar radiation, but at the
same time minimize heat loss from the stack to the surroundings. Inside, we find absorbing surfaces
that convert the sun’s rays into heat.
The solar chimney sucks in indoor air, warms it, and transports it out and over the roof. It generates a
thermally powered flow of air masses – without the use of a fan. Equipped with thermal storage mass,
the solar chimney can also be used to conduct nighttime ventilation.
Excerpts from Wikipedia:
Photovoltaics: Cells require protection from the environment and are usually packaged tightly behind
a glass sheet. When more power is required than a single cell can deliver, cells are electrically
connected together to form photovoltaic modules, or solar panels. A single module is enough to power
an emergency telephone, but for a house or a power plant the modules must be arranged in multiples
as arrays. Although the selling price of modules is still too high to compete with grid electricity in most
places, significant financial incentives in Japan and then Germany, Italy and France triggered a huge
growth in demand, followed quickly by production.
Perhaps not unexpectedly, a significant market has emerged in off‐grid locations for solar‐power‐
[12]
charged storage‐battery based solutions. These often provide the only electricity available. The first
commercial installation of this kind was in 1966 on Ogami Island in Japan to transition Ogami
Lighthouse from gas torch to fully self‐sufficient electrical power.
The current market leader in solar panel efficiency (measured by energy conversion ratio) is SunPower,
a San Jose based company. Sunpower's cells have a conversion ratio of 23.4%, well above the market
average of 12‐18%.
As of October 2009, the largest photovoltaic (PV) power plants in the world are the Olmedilla
Photovoltaic Park (Spain, 60 MW), the Strasskirchen Solar Park (Germany, 54 MW), the Lieberose
Photovoltaic Park (Germany, 53 MW), the Puertollano Photovoltaic Park (Spain, 50 MW), the Moura
photovoltaic power station (Portugal, 46 MW), and the Waldpolenz Solar Park (Germany, 40 MW).
As of October 2009, the largest photovoltaic power plant in North America is the 25 MW DeSoto Next
Generation Solar Energy Center in Florida. The plant consists of over 90,000 solar panels.
Wind Turbines: Wind turbines locations with constantly high wind speeds bring best return on
investment. With a wind resource assessment it is possible to estimate the amount of energy the wind
turbine will produce.
A quantitative measure of the wind energy available at any location is called the Wind Power Density
(WPD.) It is a calculation of the mean annual power available per square meter of swept area of a
turbine, and is tabulated for different heights above ground. Calculation of wind power density
includes the effect of wind velocity and air density. Color‐coded maps are prepared for a particular
area described, for example, as "Mean Annual Power Density at 50 Meters." In the United States, the
results of the above calculation are included in an index developed by the National Renewable Energy
Lab and referred to as "NREL CLASS."
Turbines used in wind farms for commercial production of electric power are usually three‐bladed and
pointed into the wind by computer‐controlled motors. These have high tip speeds of over 320 km/h
(200 miles per hour), high efficiency, and low torque ripple, which contribute to good reliability. The
blades are usually colored light gray to blend in with the clouds and range in length from 20 to 40
metres (65 to 130 ft) or more. The tubular steel towers range from 60 to 90 metres (200 to 300 feet)
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tall. The blades rotate at 10‐22 revolutions per minute. At 22 rotations per minute the tip speed
exceeds 300 ft per second.
Bio diesel Algae: During photosynthesis, algae and other photosynthetic organisms capture carbon
dioxide and sunlight and convert it into oxygen and biomass. Up to 99% of the carbon dioxide in
solution can be converted, which was shown by Weissman and Tillett (1992) in large‐scale open‐pond
systems. As of 2008, such fuels remain too expensive to replace other commercially available fuels,
with the cost of various algae species typically between US$5–10 per kilogram. But several companies
and government agencies are funding efforts to reduce capital and operating costs and make algae oil
production commercially viable. The production of biofuels from algae does not reduce atmospheric
carbon dioxide (CO2), because any CO2 taken out of the atmosphere by the algae is returned when the
biofuels are burned. They do however eliminate the introduction of new CO2 by displacing fossil
hydrocarbon fuels.
High oil prices, competing demands between foods and other biofuel sources, and the world food
crisis, have ignited interest in algaculture (farming algae) for making vegetable oil, biodiesel,
bioethanol, biogasoline, biomethanol, biobutanol and other biofuels. Among algal fuels' attractive
characteristics: they do not affect fresh water resources, can be produced using ocean and
wastewater, and are biodegradable and relatively harmless to the environment if spilled. Algae cost
more per unit mass yet can yield over 30 times more energy per unit area than other, second‐
generation biofuel crops. One biofuels company has claimed that algae can produce more oil in an area
the size of a two car garage than a football field of soybeans, because almost the entire algal organism
can use sunlight to produce lipids, or oil. The United States Department of Energy estimates that if
algae fuel replaced all the petroleum fuel in the United States, it would require 15,000 square miles
2
1
(40,000 km ). This is less than ⁄7 the area of corn harvested in the United States in 2000.
Living Machines: Trademark and brand name for a form of biological wastewater treatment designed
to mimic the cleansing functions of wetlands developed and marketed by Worrell Water Technologies,
LC in Charlottesville, Va. The trademark Living Machine is owned by Dharma Group, LC, the parent
company of Worrell Water Technologies. They are intensive bioremediation systems that can also
produce beneficial by‐products such as edible and ornamental plants, and fish. Aquatic and wetland
plants, bacteria, algae, protozoa, plankton, snails, clams, fish and other organisms are used in the
system to provide specific cleansing or trophic functions. In temperate climates, the system of tanks,
pipes and filters is housed in a greenhouse to raise the temperature, and thus the rate of biological
activity. The initial development of living machines is generally credited to John Todd, and evolved out
of the bioshelter concept developed at the now‐defunct New Alchemy Institute. Living machine
systems fall within the emerging discipline of ecological engineering, and many similar systems are
built in Europe without being dubbed “Living Machines.”
In a 2000 report to the USEPA on a South Burlington, Vermont, living machine, Ocean Arks
International outlined five key areas which could shape the future of this field. The foremost “possible
breakthrough areas” is the ongoing classification of species by the biochemical, biological and
ecological roles they play and how those roles effect other species under the context of wastewater
treatment. The breakthrough would be to study the function of organisms in hopes of being able to
more readily and successfully manage overall ecosystem function. Browne et al. (in press) have looked
into the structuring of aquatic systems for water treatment.
Trophic management is used to influence entire systems by selective predation based on diagnosing an
imbalance and analyzing the web of ecosystem classifications, roles and relationships. This
management technique exploits the close interconnections of the food web, trophic cascade, to send a
ripple down through the living community. This stewardship technique is predicated upon an advanced
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understanding of the conditions in the ecosystem and modeling the dynamic relationships down the
trophic cascade. The trophic cascade in lakes has been researched by Carpenter and Hall.
Living machine systems have been composed largely in closed greenhouses which can only react
minimally with the surrounding ecosystem, and where populations have been heavily managed to
foster equilibrium. If a living machine were subject to the ecology of invasions, new species would be
free to colonize the system, and natural selection would dictate the success of any species. This would
be true ecosystem self‐design and self‐management partnered with human stewardship.
Photosynthetic changes, specifically the control of light exposure is another powerful management
practice capable of slowing or accelerating primary production. This is similar to the idea of trophic
management, except that it manipulates the other end of the food web.
Finally, there is economic potential for methane generation, market crops such as flowers, fish,
tomatoes, lettuce and other foods tolerant of hydroponic conditions, useful plants or medicinals.
Combined with the revenue from wastewater treatment these services could turn living machines into
pollution sinks and economic generators. It is well documented that a small, well‐planned system in a
good location can be economically viable. If a living machine can subsist in Alaska, it seems reasonable
that ecologically engineered wastewater treatment can be tailored to work smoothly in warm
developing countries.

